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Majority.

2

1

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., A U.S.

2

SENATOR FROM DELAWARE, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

3
4

The Chairman.

5

Today we are here to mark up a bill to extend the

The meeting will please be in order.

6

retiring tax provisions.

7

before the committee a Chairman's mark that dealt with

8

expiring tax provisions.

9

A couple of weeks ago, I laid

The committee members met, discussed the mark, and

10

directed Pat Moynihan and myself to put together a

11

consensus type of package.

12

staff for working through this package with our staff.

13

I want to thank Pat and his

We have the type of package on which we will attempt

14

to obtain a unanimous consent agreement.

15

The answer is no.

16

my vote counted?

17

Would I write it differently if only
The answer is yes.

So what we have is not perfect, but a fair

18

compromise.

19

laid down by members on both sides.

20

is short, 18 months, but not too short.

21

the next election.

22

Is it perfect?

We did, however, adhere to two principles
The extender period
It ends after

Businesses and individuals can plan their affairs for

23

the remainder of this year and through the next.

24

extent revenue raisers were used, they are not new

25

starters and not controversial.
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To the

3

1

Both Pat and I will work with the Leader, Senator

2

Lott, as well as with Senator Daschle, to obtain a UC on

3

this clean consensus package.

4

Now, let us proceed.

We are here to report an

5

original bill.

I hereby modify the Chairman's mark with

6

the modification provided to the members yesterday, and

7

the addendum.

8

I will now call on the staff.

9

Senator Moynihan.

Mr. Chairman, may I just endorse

10

everything you have said.

11

have spent a career in the Senate trying to cut taxes,

12

and here you are doing your duty, and how much we admire

13

you for it.

14
15
16

You have been admirable.

May I note, sir, that there is a vote on.

You

So the

sooner we proceed, the better.
The Chairman.

We have a quorum, I believe, here.

17

So I would like to proceed with reporting out the

18

measure.

19

Senator Moynihan.

20

The Chairman.

I second the motion.

I therefore move that the committee

21

adopt the Chairman's mark as modified, the Tax Relief

22

Extension Act of 1999 as an original bill, and would ask

23

that those in favor say aye.

24

[Chorus of ayes]

25

The Chairman.

Opposed, nay.
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4

1

[No response]

2

The Chairman.

The ayes have it.

3

reported out of the committee.

4

everybody for their cooperation.

5
6

Senator Thompson.
May I make it

Mr.

So,

The bill is
I want to thank

[Laughter].

Chairman,

I have a statement.

a part of the record?

7

The Chairman.

8

[The prepared statement of Senator Thompson appears

9

in

Without objection.

the appendix.]

10

Ms.

11

The Chairman.

12

Ms.

Paull.

Mr.

Paull.

Chairman?
Lindy.

We have one effective date problem in

13

the package,

14

modification in this one provision.

15

a revenue asset,

16

real estate investment trusts.

17

be estimated tax payments due on or after November 15

18

instead of September 15,

19

retroactive.

and I just wanted permission to make a
This is

a provision,

dealing with estimated tax payments for
The effective date would

which would have been

Those payments had already been made.

20

The Chairman.

21

Senator Rockefeller.

22

The Chairman.

23

Senator Rockefeller.

Without objection,
Mr.

so modified.

Chairman?

Senator Rockefeller.
Just a very short statement.

24

I voted very happily and strongly for the extenders,

25

I have been having dialogue with the Chairman,
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and

both in

5

1

letters and in person.

2

that Section 99,

3

covers what we did here in

4

and their widows is

5

public money,

6

There has been an enormous agreement reached.

7

it

I think that my colleagues know

I think it

is,

of the IRS Code which

1992 for retired coal miners

something which does not come from

comes all from coal company money.

I am just sort of saying that,

8

extenders,

9

Medicare beneficiaries,

in

10

them.

11

have actually,

12

could do it.

13

five years.

14

If

come the BBA

that 90 percent of all these people are
I just cannot walk away from

And I do not mean to be difficult.
if

it

I think we

were to be ruled germane,

I think we

We could be rid of the problem for the next

we do not do it,

we are going to be right back

15

here this year, probably with a room full of miners,

16

because that is how strongly they feel.

17

love to get rid of the problem.

18

Again,

There is

I would just
a solution.

the money does not come from the taxpayers,

19

comes from coal companies into the Abandoned Mine

20

Reclamation Fund,

21

interest payment.

22

1992.

23

and it
It

is

not even principal,

was all laid out in

it

is

it

all

the Coal Act of

I just wanted to say that, whenever we do have our

24

BBA extenders,

25

to it

unless there is

or whatever accommodation,

some kind of a resolution
et cetera,
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which I would

6
1

seek, I will have to bring that up.

2

my Chairman and Ranking Member on notice.

3

The Chairman.

4

Senator Conrad.

I just wanted to put

The Senator from North Dakota.
Mr. Chairman, first, I want to

5

compliment you and the Ranking Member on putting together

6

this package.

7

an important service to the country.

8

a very serious matter if we did not have an extenders

9

package.

10

Member.

11

It was not easy, but I think you have done
It would have been

So, I want to compliment you and the Ranking

I also want to second what Senator Rockefeller has

12

said.

13

passed.

14

have a reach-back approach to dealing with the problem.

15

Now we have a solution that involves all of the

This has been an item in dispute since it was
Many of us believe it was profoundly wrong to

16

affected parties, the BCOA companies, the reach-back

17

companies, the union representing the miners who are

18

affected, and their health care, which is affected.

19

And Senator Rockefeller has been indefatigable on

20

this case, I have been on the other side.

21

us are joined together, as are all the affected

22

interests.

23-

has been simmering for a long time, and I hope we do not

24

lose the opportunity to do it.

25

Now the two of

This is a chance to resolve a problem that

Senator Kerrey.

Mr. Chairman?
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1

The Chairman.

2

Senator Kerrey.

Yes.

Senator Kerrey?

Mr. Chairman, I also want to

3

compliment both you and Senator Moynihan for putting this

4

package together.

5

to say, however, that there are many of us who have a

6

great deal of interest in reducing taxes in other areas.

7

I have been frustrated in that effort in one particular

8

area,

9

I am fully supportive of it.

I want

and that is the payroll tax.

Sixteen years after using the proceeds of purchase of

10

Treasury bonds, which is what we do when we have payroll

11

taxes higher than necessary to pay the bills, Treasury

12

buys Treasury bonds and ends up with cash, and it has

13

been using that cash to buy all sorts of things.

14

Now we are being told, in 1999, with $140-150 billion

15

excess, that the only thing that Treasury can buy is to

16

pay down debt.

17

more payroll taxes than income taxes.

18

prefer a course of action of just simply cutting the

19

payroll tax by two percentage points and giving $80

20

billion a year of tax relief to 80 percent of the people

21

in my State.

22

amendment on the floor.

23

amendment strategy, and I will probably yield to that.

24

But I will yield with some reluctance, Mr. Chairman,

25

because it seems to me that this committee had an

In my State, 80 percent of my people pay
I would vastly

I do not know if I will offer that
You have asked that we have a no
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8
1

opportunity to cut taxes.

2

it.

3

given what I view the lock box to be doing--of giving

4

working families of the United States of America a tax

5

cut in the area where they pay the most taxes, and that

6

is the payroll tax.

But I feel extremely strongly in favor--especially

7

The Chairman.

8

Senator Breaux.

9

I regret that we did not do

Senator Breaux?
In the interest of brevity, I would

just associate myself with the remarks of Senator Kerrey.

10

Senator Robb.

Mr. Chairman?

11

The Chairman.

Yes.

12

Senator Robb.

Mr. Chairman, very briefly, I join

Senator Robb?

13

colleagues in commending you and the Ranking Member and

14

very professional staffs for putting this package

15

together, understand the difficulty, and support the no

16

amendment policy.

17

I am disappointed that we are not doing more for R&D

18

longer.

19

school construction where we can really make a

20

difference.

21

look at the tax shelter question.

22

I am disappointed we are not doing something for

I am disappointed that we are not taking a

On the other side, in due course, I agree with the

23

points made by Senator Thompson just a moment ago, and I

24

certainly support Senator Rockefeller in his continuing

25

quest to do justice to this particular group of people
MOFFITT REPORTING ASSOCIATES
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1

who have been,

2

economic equation through facts which are beyond their

3

control.

4

clearly,

put on the wrong side of the

But I will support the package.

I will acknowledge

5

the very hard work that went into putting it

6

and in

together,

that spirit I am pleased to be supportive.

7

Senator Graham.

8

The Chairman.

9

Senator Graham.

Mr.
Yes.

Chairman?
Senator Graham?

Given the short duration of the

10

provisions that we are going to be recommending to our

11

colleagues,

12

items in the year 2000.

13

we will have to be back looking at these same

I would urge that we do so early in the year,

and

14

have some serious focus on just how effective these

15

various tax extender measures have been.

16

long time since we have looked seriously at,

17

tax credit,

18

small incremental extensions,

19

its objective.

20

provisions doing in terms of encouraging,

21

employed persons to get an opportunity to extend their

22

skill levels?

23

as it

is

It

has been a
is

the R&D

currently constructed and with the
effective in accomplishing

How well are some of the education
particularly,

So I would urge that we have some serious oversight

24

hearings early in the year 2000 on the issues that we are

25

extending for a few months here today.

-
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1

The Chairman.

2

Senator Baucus.

Senator Baucus?
Mr.

Chairman,

I join the chorus.

3

You have done a great job here under very difficult

4

circumstances,

5

this year,

6

and a host of other factors,

7

given the general politics of this body

and also the timing at the end of the year,

I am a little

and I compliment you.

bemused at the comments of my good

8

friend from Florida.

9

be probably conducted on every measure of the Tax Code.

The same oversight hearings could

10

Extenders probably get more scrutiny than most other

11

provisions of the Code already,

12

makes an interesting point.

13

Senator Grassley.

but still,

Thank you.

I would like to suggest that

14

Republicans think you did a good job,

15

And if

they do not,

The Chairman.

17

Senator Jeffords.

18

The Chairman.
cooperation.

20

cuts than myself.

21

committee is

I appreciate that,

[Laughter].

Senator Grassley.

I join in that.

Well,

let me thank everyone for their

No one is more interested in

future tax

We only have four minutes,

so the

in recess.

22

Senator Moynihan.

23

[Whereupon,

24

too.

they ought to.

16

19

the Senator

Thank you,

at 10:40 a.m.,

Mr.

Chairman.

the meeting was

concluded.]

25
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SD-215 Dirksen Senate Office Building
OPEN EXECUTIVE SESSION
AGENDA

I. .

Chairman's Mark of The Tax Extenders Bill

The Chairman will rule out of order nongermane items (offered as a single amendment or as part of a larger amendment).
amendments must be revenue neutral

Additionally, all

ThMfpsdn

FINANCE COMMITTEE MARK UP
TAX EXTENDERS LEGISLATION
October 20, 1999

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your desire for wanting to report this bill with
no amendments today. However, there is one issue of concern that I would like to
raise with you at this time.
In this package, we are limiting the use of the non-accrual experience
method of accounting to taxpayers who provide personal services -- such as health

care providers.
The IRS currently requires health care providers to use a flawed formula
when computing the amount of bad debt that can be deducted each year. This
formula disadvantages hospitals, because they have long term receivables. My
staff has been working with your staff and the staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation to try to devise a formula that more accurately reflects the experience of
hospitals. It is my understanding that your staff and Joint Tax are sympathetic to
my concerns.

I know you do not want any amendments to be offered today, so I will not
do so. But I would like to ask that you continue to work with me on this issue.
And, I would hope that at the very least we can get some report language
addressing this problem with the IRS's current formula for determining hospital
bad debt.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH
BEFORE THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
October 20, 1999
"EXTENDERS" MARKUP
I want to commend the Chairman for the work he has done in putting this
package together. It is important for us to extend the expiring tax provisions in this
mark.
The extension of the Subpart F exemption for active financing income, the R&D
tax credit, and the Work Opportunity tax credit will give U.S. companies the continuity
that they need and deserve. The Real Estate Investment Trust modernization package
that is included will simplify and modernize the rules so that REITs can remain
competitive in today's marketplace.
The extension of the AMT treatment for nonrefundable tax credits and the
Section 127 exclusion for employer-provided tuition assistance will continue to serve as
an incentive to pursue further education.
The extension of the Section 29 placed in service date and the expansion of the
brownfields environmental remediation deduction to all of the cleanup sites in the U.S.
will help us create incentives to improve our environment.
These are important steps to take. I do wish that we could have extended these
tax provisions for a longer length of time. I am particularly disappointed in the short
term extension of the R&D credit. As everyone here knows, I believe that we need to
make this credit permanent. I still believe that our American research engine would be
helped significantly by relieving the uncertainty that a continually expiring credit
imposes. Nevertheless, the extension in this bill is a step in the right direction.
I would also prefer that we not include the revenue section of this bill. Like our
colleagues in the House, I firmly believe that the non-Social Security surplus is big
enough to accommodate meaningful tax cuts as well as protect Medicare and Social
Security. However, extending these tax provisions is important enough to compromise.
In the interest of moving this package through the Senate, I will support it. I hope that
we can revisit the question of how to pay for these tax provisions during the Conference
with the House.
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Under the proposal, the provision that reduces the refundable child credit by the amount
of an individual's minimum tax would not apply to taxable years beginning before January 1,
2001.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for taxable years beginning in 1999 and 2000.
B. Extend Exclusion for Employer-Provided Educational Assistance
Present Law
Educational expenses paid by an employer for its employees are generally deductible to
the employer.
Employer-paid educational expenses are excludable from the gross income and wages of
an employee if provided under a section 127 educational assistance plan or if the expenses
qualify as a working'condition fringe benefit under section 132. Section 127 provides an
exclusion of $5,250 annually for employer-provided educational assistance. The exclusion-does
not apply to graduate courses. The exclusion for employer-provided educational assistance
expires with respect to courses beginning on or after June 1, 2000.
In order for the exclusion to apply, certain requirements must be satisfied. The
educational assistance must be provided pursuant to a-separate written plan of the employer. The
educational assistance program must not discriminate in favor of highly compensated employees.
In addition, not more than' 5 percent of the amounts paid or incurred by the employer during the
year for educational assistance under a qualified educational assistance plan can be provided for
the class of individuals consisting of more than 5-percent owners of the employer (and their
spouses and dependents).
Educational expenses that do not qualify for the section 127 exclusion may be excludable
from income as a working condition fringe benefit. 2 In general, education qualifies as a working
condition fringe benefit if the employee could have deducted the education expenses under
section 162 if the employee paid for the education. In general, education expenses are deductible
by an individual under section 162 if the education (1) maintains or improves a skill required in a
trade or business currently engaged in by the taxpayer, or (2) meets the express requirements of
the taxpayer's employer, applicable'law or regulations imposed as a condition of continued
employment. However, education expenses are generally not deductible if they relate to certain

2

These rules also apply in the event that section 127 expires and is not reinstated.
-3-

J

minimum educational requirements or to education or training that enables a taxpayer to begin
working in a new trade or business.3
Description of Proposal
The proposal would reinstate the exclusion for employer-provided educational experience
for graduate-level courses, and extend the exclusion, as applied to both undergraduate and
graduate-level courses through 2000.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective with respect to undergraduate courses beginning after
May 31, 2000, and before January 1, 2001. The proposal would be effective with respect to
graduate-level courses beginning after December 31, 1999, and before January 1, 2001.
C. Extend Research and Experimentation Credit and Increase in the
Rates for the Alternative Incremental Research Credit
Present Law
General rule
Section 41 provides for a research tax credit equal to 20 percent of the amount by which a
taxpayer'squalified research expenditures for a taxable year exceeded its base amount for that
year. The research tax credit expired and generally does not apply to amounts paid or incurred
after June 30, 1999.
A 20-percent research tax credit also applied to the excess of(l ) 100 percent of corporate
cash expenditures (including grants or. contributions) paid for basic research conducted by
universities (and certain nonprofit scientific research organizations) over (2) the sum of (a) the
greater of two minimum basic research floors plus (b) an amount reflecting any decrease in
nonresearch giving to universities by the corporation as compared to such giving during a
fixed-base period, as adjusted for inflation. This separate credit computation is commonly
referred to as the "university basic research credit" (see sec. 41 (e)).

3 In the case of an employee, education expenses (if not reimbursed by the employer)
may be claimed as an itemized deduction only if such expenses, along with other miscellaneous
deductions, exceed 2 percent of the taxpayer's AGI. The 2-percent floor limitation is disregarded
in determining whether an item is excludable as a working condition fringe benefit.
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Description of Proposal
The research tax credit would be extended for 18 months, that is, for the period July 1,
1999 through December 31, 2000.
In addition, the credit rate applicable under the alternative incremental credit would be
increased by one percentage point per step, that is, from 1.65 percent to 2.65 percent when a
taxpayer's current-year research expenses exceed a base amount of I percent but do not exceed a
base amount of 1.5 percent; from 2.2 percent to 3.2 percent when a taxpayer's current-year
research expenses exceed a base amount of 1.5 percent but do not exceed a base amount of 2
percent; and from 2.75 percent to 3.75 percent when a taxpayer's current-year research expenses
exceed a base amount of 2 percent.
The proposal also expands the definition of qualified research to include research
undertaken in Puerto Rico and other possessions of the United States. However, any employee
compensation or depreciation allowance claimed for computation of the research credit could not
also be claimed for the purpose of any credit allowable under sec. 30A ("Puerto Rico economic
activity credit") or under sec. 936 ("Puerto Rico and possession tax credit").
Effective Date
Extension of the research credit would be effective for qualified research expenditures
paid or incurred beginning after June 30, 1999. The increase in the credit rate under the
alternative incremental credit would be effective for taxable years beginning after June 30, 1999.
The expansion of qualified research to include research undertaken in any possession of the
United States would be effective for qualified research expenditures paid or incurred beginning
after June 30, 1999.
D. Extend Exceptions under Subpart F for Active Financing Income
Present Law
Under the subpart F rules, 10-percent U.S. shareholders of a controlled foreign
corporation ("CFC") are subject to U.S. tax currently on certain income earned by the CFC,
whether or not such income is distributed to the shareholders. The income subject to current
inclusion under the subpart F rules includes, among other things, foreign personal holding
company income and insurance income. In addition, 10-percent U.S. shareholders of a CFC are
subject to current inclusion with respect to their shares of the CFC's foreign base company
services income (i.e., income derived from services performed for a related person outside the
country in which the CFC is organized).
Foreign personal holding company income generally consists of the following: (1)
dividends, interest, royalties, rents, and annuities; (2) net gains from the sale or exchange of (a)
-7-

property that gives rise to the preceding types of income, (b)
property that does not give rise to
income, and (c) interests in trusts, partnerships, and REMICs;
(3) net gains from commodities
transactions; (4) net gains from foreign currency transactions;
(5) income that is equivalent to
interest; (6) income from notional principal contracts; and (7)
payments in lieu of dividends.
Insurance income subject to current inclusion under the subpart
F rules includes any
income of a CFC attributable to the issuing or reinsuring of any
insurance or annuity contract in
connection with risks located in a country other than the CFC's
country of organization. Subpart
F insurance income also includes income attributable to an insurance
contract in connection with
risks located within the CFC's country of organization, as the
result of an arrangement under
which another corporation receives a substantially equal amount
of consideration for insurance of
other-country risks. Investment income of a CFC that is allocable
to any insurance or annuity
contract related to risks located outside the CFC's country of
organization is taxable as subpart F
insurance income (Prop. Treas. Reg. sec. 1.9 53-1(a)).
Temporary exceptions from foreign personal holding company
income, foreign base
company services income, and insurance income apply for subpart
F purposes for certain income
that is derived in the active conduct of a banking, financing,
or similar business, or in the conduct
of an insurance business (so-called "active financing income").
These exceptions are applicable
only for taxable years beginning in 1999.6
With respect to income derived in the active conduct of a banking,
financing, or similar
business, a CFC is required to be predominantly engaged in
such business and to conduct
substantial activity with respect to such business in order to
qualify for the exceptions. In
addition, certain nexus requirements apply, which provide that
income derived by a CFC or a
qualified business unit ("QBU") of a CFC from transactions
with customers is eligible for the
exceptions if, among other things, substantially all of the activities
in connection with such
transactions are conducted directly by the CFC or QBU in its
home country, and such income is
treated as earned by the CFC or QBU in its home country for
purposes of such country's tax
laws. Moreover, the exceptions apply to income derived from
certain cross border transactions,
provided that certain requirements are met. Additional exceptions
from foreign personal holding
company income apply for certain income derived by a securities
dealer within the meaning of
section 475 and for gain from the sale of active financing assets.
In the case of insurance, in addition to a temporary exception
from foreign personal
holding company income for certain income of a qualifying
insurance company with respect to
risks located within the CFC's country of creation or organization,
certain temporary exceptions
from insurance income and from foreign personal holding company
income apply for certain
Temporary exceptions from the subpart F provisions for certain
active financing
income applied only for taxable years beginning in 1998. Those
exceptions were extended and
modified as part of the present-law provision.
6
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2001. The credit for electricity produced from poultry litter would be available to the
lessor/operator of a qualified facility that was owned by a governmental entity.
The credit would be expanded to include electricity produced from landfill gas by the
owner of the landfill gas collection facility, for electricity produced from facilities placed in
service after December 31, 1999, and before January 1, 2001.
Finally, the credit would be expanded to include electricity produced from certain other
biomass (in addition to closed-loop biomass and poultry waste). This additional biomass would
include solid, nonhazardous, cellulose waste material which is segregated from other waste
materials and which is derived from forest resources, but not including old-growth timber.
The
term also would includeurban sources such as Waste pallets, crates, manufacturing and
construction wood waste, and tree trimmings, or agricultural sources (including grain, orchard
tree crops, vineyard legumes, sugar, and other crop by-products or residues). The term would
not
include unsegregated municipal solid waste or paper that commonly is recycled. In the case
of
this additional biomass, the credit would apply to electricity produced after December 31,
1999
from facilities that are placed in service before January 1, 2001 (including facilities placed
in
service before the date of enactment of this proposal). As with closed-loop biomass facilities,
the
credit'would be allowed for electricity production attributable to this additional biomass
produced at facilities that are co-fired with coal.
In the case of electricity produced from landfill gas or gas from other biomass eligible
for
a credit under Code section 29, the electricity production credit would be available only if no
section 29 credits have been claimed in the past on production from the gas production facility
and the owner of that facility irrevocably elects not to claim the section 29 credit with respect
to
any future production. Such an election attaches to the otherwise qualified-gas production
facility and is binding without regard to changes in ownership of the facility.

Effective Date
The proposal would be effective on the date of enactment.
I. Expand Brownfields Environmental Remediation
Present Law
Taxpayers can elect to treat certain environmental remediation expenditures that would
otherwise be chargeable to capital account as deductible in the year paid or incurred (sec. 198).
The deduction applies for both regular and alternative minimum tax purposes. The expenditure
must be incurred in connection with the abatement or control of hazardous substances at a
qualified contaminated site.
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A "qualified contaminated site" generally is any property that (1) is held for use in a trade
or business, for the production of income, or as inventory; (2) is certified by the appropriate State
environmental agency to be located within a targeted area; and (3) contains (or potentially
contains) a hazardous substance (so-called "brownfields"). Targeted areas are defined as: (1)
empowerment zones and enterprise communities as designated under present law; (2) sites
announced before February, 1997, as being subject to one of the 76 Environmental Protection
Agency ("EPA") Brownfields Pilots; (3) any population census tract with a poverty rate of 20
percent or more; and (4) certain industrial and commercial areas that are adjacent to tracts
described in (3) above. However, sites that are identified on the national priorities list under the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 cannot
qualify as targeted areas.
Eligible expenditures are those paid or incurred in taxable year's ending before January 1,
2001.
Description of Proposal
The proposal would eliminate the targeted area requirement, thereby, expanding eligible
sites to include any site containing (or potentially containing) a hazardous substance that is
certified by the appropriate State environmental agency other than sites that are identified on the
national priorities list under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act of 1980.
Effective Date
The proposal to expand the class of eligible sites would be effective for expenditures paid
or incurred after December 31, 1999.
J. Temporary Increase in Amount of Rum Excise Tax that is
Covered Over to Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands
Present Law
A $13.50 per proof gallon' excise tax is imposed on distilled spirits produced in or
imported (or brought) into the United States (sec. 5001). The excise tax does not apply to
distilled spirits that are exported from the United States or to distilled spirits that are consumed in
U.S. possessions (e.g., Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands).
The Code provides for coverover (payment) of $10.50 per proof gallon of the excise tax
imposed on rum imported (or brought) into the United States (without regard to the country of
7A

proof gallon is a liquid gallon consisting of 50 percent alcohol.
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origin) to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands (sec. 7652). During the 5-year period ending on
September 30, 1998, the amount covered over was $11.30 per proof gallon. This temporary
increase was enacted in 1993 as transitional relief accompanying a reduction in certain tax
benefits for corporations operating in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands (sec. 936).
Amounts covered over to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands are deposited in the
treasuries of the two possessions for use as those possessions determine.
Description of Proposal
The proposal would increase from $10.50 to $13.50 per proof gallon the amount of excise
taxes collected on rum brought into the United States that is covered over to Puerto Rico and the
U.S. Virgin Islands.
The proposal would provide that $0.50 per proof gallon of the amount covered over to
Puerto Rico will be transferred to the Puerto Rico Conservation Trust, a private, non-profit
section 501(c)(3) organization operating in Puerto Rico.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for excise taxes collected on rum imported or brought
into the United States after June 30, 1999 and before January 1, 2001.
K. Delay Requirement that Registered Motor Fuels Terminals
Offer Dyed Fuel as a Condition of Registration
Present Law
Excise taxes are imposed on highway motor fuels, including gasoline, diesel fuel, and
kerosene, to finance the Highway Trust Fund programs. Subject to limited exceptions, these
taxes are imposed on all such fuels when they are removed from registered pipeline or barge
terminal facilities, with any tax-exemptions being accomplished by means of refunds to
consumers of the fuel. 8 On such exception allows removal of diesel fuel without payment of tax
if the fuel is destined for a nontaxable use (e.g., use as heating oil) and is indelibly dyed.
Terminal facilities are not permitted to receive and store non-tax-paid motor fuels unless
they are registered with the Internal Revenue Service. Under present law, a prerequisite to
registration is that if the terminal offers for sale diesel fuel, it must offer both dyed and undyed

Tax is imposed before that point if the motor fuel is transferred (other than in bulk)
from a refinery or if the fuel is sold to an unregistered party while still held in the refinery or bulk
distribution system (e.g., in a pipeline or terminal facility).
8
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diesel fuel. Similarly, if the terminal offers for sale kerosene, it must offer both dyed and undyed
kerosene. This "dyed-fuel mandate" was enacted in 1997, to be effective on July 1, 1998.
Subsequently, the effective date was delayed until July 1, 2000.
Description of Proposal
The proposal would delay the effective date of the dyed-fuel mandate for an additional
six months, through December 31, 2000. No other changes would be made to the present
highway motor fuels excise tax rules.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective on the date of enactment.
L. Production Credit for Fuel Produced by
Certain Coal Gasification Facilities
Present Law
Certain fuels produced from "nonconventional sources" and sold to unrelated parties are
eligible for an income tax credit equal to $1 (adjusted for inflation except in the case of tight
sands gas) per barrel or Btu oil barrel equivalent (sec. 29). Qualified fuels must be produced in
the United States. For 1999, the applicable credit rate is $ 6.23 per oil barrel equivalent.
Qualified fuels include:
(1) oil produced from shale and tar sands;
(2) gas produced from geopressured brine, Devonian shale, coal seams, tight formations
("tight sands"), or biomass; and
(3) liquid, gaseous, or solid synthetic fuels produced from coal (including lignite).
Except with respect to fuel produced from coal and biomass facilities, the credit is
available only for wells drilled or facilities placed in service before January 1, 1993. In the case
of coal and biomass facilities, the credit is available for production from facilities placed in
service before July 1, 1998, pursuant to a binding contract entered into before January 1, 1997.
The credit may be claimed for qualified fuels produced and sold before January 1, 2003
(January 1, 2008 in the case of coal and biomass facilities subject to the later placed-in-service
date described above).
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Description of Proposal
The proposal would extend the date by which certain facilities must be placed in service
through June 30, 2000. This extension would apply the coal and biomass facilities which under
present law were required to be placed in service before July 1, 1998. The January 1, 1997,
binding contract date and the January 1, 2008, production period expiration date would not be
changed.
Credits allowed under the proposal that are attributable to periods before October 1, 2004,
would not be taken into account in determining any amount required to be paid for any purpose
under the Internal Revenue Code before October 1, 2004. Such credits would be available
(without interest) on or after October 1, 2004, by filing an amended return, applying for an
expedited refund, applying for an adjustment of estimated tax payments, or by other means
allowed under the Internal Revenue Code.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective on the date of enactment.
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II. REVENUE OFFSETS
A. Modification of Individual Estimated Tax Safe Harbor
Present Law
Under present law, an individual taxpayer generally is subject to an addition to tax for
any underpayment of estimated tax. An individual generally does not have an underpayment of
estimated tax if he or she makes timely estimated tax payments at least equal to: (1) 90 percent
of the tax shown on the current year's return or (2) 100 percent of the prior year's tax. For
taxpayers with a prior year's AGI above $150,0004, however, the rule that allows payment of 100
percent of prior year's tax is modified. Those taxpayers with AGI above $150,000 generally
must make estimated payments based on either (1) 90 percent of the tax shown on the current
year's return or (2) 110 percent of the prior year's tax.
For taxpayers with a prior year's AGI above $150,000, the prior year's tax safe harbor is
modified for taxable years through 2002. For such taxpayers making estimated payments based
on prior year's tax, payments must be made based on 105 percent of prior years tax for taxable
years beginning in 1999, 106 percent of prior year's tax for taxable years beginning in 2000 and
2001, and 112 percent of prior year's tax for taxable years beginning in 2002.
Description of Proposal
-For taxpayers with a prior year's AGI above $15.0,000, the prior year's tax safe harbor
would be modified for taxable years 2000 and 2004. For such taxpayers making estimated
payments based on prior year's tax, payments must be made based on 110.5 percent of prior
year's tax for taxable years beginning in 2000, and payments must be based on 112 percent of
prior year's tax for taxable years beginning in 2004.
Effective Date
For taxable years beginning after December 31, 1999, and before January 1, 2001,
taxpayers with prior year's AGI above $150,000 who make estimated tax payments based on
prior year's tax must do so based on 110.5 percent of the prior year's tax. For taxable years
beginning after December 31, 2003, and before January 1, 2005, taxpayers with prior year's AGI
above $150,000 who make estimated payments based on prior year's tax must do so based on
112 percent of prior year's tax.

9

$75,000 for married taxpayers filing separately.
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B. Modify Foreign Tax Credit Carryover Rules
Present Law
U.S. persons may credit foreign taxes against U.S. tax on foreign-source income. The
amount of foreign tax credits that can be claimed in a year is subject to a limitation that prevents
taxpayers from using foreign tax credits to offset U.S. tax on U.S.-source income. Separate
foreign tax credit limitations are applied to specific categories of income.
The amount of creditable taxes paid or accrued (or deemed paid) in any taxable year
which exceeds the foreign tax credit limitation is permitted to be carried back two years and
forward five years. The amount carried over may be used as a credit in a carryover year to the
extent the taxpayer otherwise has excess foreign tax credit limitation for such year. The separate
foreign tax credit limitations apply for purposes of the carryover rules.
Description of Proposal
The proposal would reduce the carryback period for excess foreign tax credits from two
years to one year. The proposal also would extend the excess foreign tax credit carryforward
period from five years to seven years.
Effective Date
The proposal would apply to foreign tax credits arising in taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1999.
C. Clarify the Tax Treatment of Income and Losses on Derivatives
Present Law
Capital gain treatment applies to gain on the sale or exchange of a capital asset. Capital
assets include property other than (1) stock in trade or other types of assets includible in
inventory, (2) property used in a trade or business that is real property or property subject to
depreciation, (3) accounts or notes receivable acquired in the ordinary course of a trade or
business, or (4) certain copyrights (or similar property), and (5) U.S. government publications.
Gain or loss on such assets generally is treated as ordinary, rather than capital, gain or loss.
Certain other Code sections also treat gains or losses as ordinary. For example, the gains or
losses of securities dealers or certain electing commodities dealers or electing traders in
securities or commodities that are subject to "mark-to-market" accounting are treated as ordinary
(sec. 475).
Treasury regulations (which were finalized in 1994) require ordinary character treatment
for most business hedges and provide timing rules requiring that gains or losses on hedging
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transactions be taken into account in a manner that matches the income or loss from the hedged
item or items. The regulations apply to hedges that meet a standard of "risk reduction" with
respect to ordinary property held (or to be held) or certain liabilities incurred (or to be incurred)
by the taxpayer and that meet certain identification and other requirements (Treas. reg. sec.
1.1221-2).
Description of Proposal
The proposal would add three categories to the list of assets the gain or loss on which is
treated as ordinary (sec. 1221). The new categories would be: (1) commodities derivative
financial instruments entered into by derivative dealers; (2) hedging transactions; and (3)
supplies of a type regularly consumed by the taxpayer in the ordinary course of a taxpayer's trade
or business.
In defining a hedging transaction, the proposal generally would codify the approach taken
by the Treasury regulations, but would modify the rules. The "risk reduction" standard of the
regulations would be broadened to one of "risk management" with respect to ordinary property
held (or to be held) or certain liabilities incurred (or to be incurred). In addition, the Treasury
Secretary would be granted authority to treat transactions that manage other risks as hedging
transactions. As under the present-law Treasury regulations, the transaction would have to be
identified as a hedge of specified property. Authority would be provided for Treasury
regulations that would address improperly identified or non-identified hedging transactions. The
Treasury Secretary also would be given authority to apply these rules to related parties.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for any instrument held, acquired or entered into, any
transaction entered into, and supplies held or acquired on or after the date of enactment.
D. Add Certain Vaccines Against Streptococcus Pneumoniae
to the List of Taxable Vaccines
Present Law
A manufacturer's excise tax is imposed at the rate of 75 cents per dose (sec. 4131) on the
following vaccines routinely recommended for administration to children: diphtheria, pertussis,
tetanus, measles, mumps, rubella, polio, HIB (haemophilus influenza type B), hepatitis B,
varicella (chicken pox), and rotavirus gastroenteritis. The tax applies to any vaccine that is a
combination of vaccine components equals 75 cents times the number of components in the
combined vaccine.
Amounts equal to net revenues from this excise tax are deposited in the Vaccine Injury
Compensation Trust Fund to finance compensation awards under the Federal Vaccine Injury
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Compensation Program for individuals who suffer certain injuries following administration of
the taxable vaccines. This program provides a substitute Federal, "no fault" insurance system for
the State-law tort and private liability insurance systems otherwise applicable to vaccine
manufacturers. All persons immunized after September 30, 1988, with covered vaccines must
pursue compensation under this Federal program before bringing civil tort actions under State
law.
Description of Proposal
The proposal would add conjugate streptococcus pneumoniae vaccines to the list of
taxable vaccines. The proposal also would change the effective date enacted in Public Law 105277 and certain other conforming amendments to expenditure purposes to enable certain
payments to be made from the Trust Fund.
In addition, the General Accounting Office ("GAO") would be directed to report to the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance on the operation
and management of expenditures from the Vaccine Injury Compensation Trust Fund and to
advise the Committees on the adequacy of the Vaccine Injury Compensation Trust Fund to meet
future claims under the Federal Vaccine Injury Compensation Program. The GAO would report
its findings to the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance
by January 31, 2000.
Effective Date
The proposal to include conjugate streptococcus pneumoniae vaccines would be effective
for vaccine purchases beginning on the day after the date on which the Centers for Disease
Control make final recommendation for routine administration of conjugated streptococcus
pneumoniae vaccines to children. No floor stocks tax would be collected for amounts held for
sale on that date. The addition of conjugate streptococcus pneumoniae vaccines to the list of
taxable vaccines would be contingent upon the inclusion in this legislation of the modifications
to Public Law 105-277.
E. Expand Reporting of Cancellation of Indebtedness Income
Present Law
Under section 61(a)(12), a taxpayer's gross income includes income from the discharge
of indebtedness. Section 6050P requires "applicable entities" to file information returns with the
IRS regarding any discharge of indebtedness of $600 or more.
The information return must set forth the name, address, and taxpayer identification
number of the person whose debt was discharged, the amount of debt discharged, the date on
which the debt was discharged, and any other information that the IRS requires to be provided.
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The information return must be filed in the manner and at the time specified by the IRS. The
same information also must be provided to the person whose debt is discharged by January 31 of
the year following the discharge.
"Applicable entities" include: (1) the FDIC, the RTC, the National Credit Union
Administration, and any successor or subunit of any of them; (2) any financial institution (as
described in sec. 581 (relating to banks) or sec. 591(a) (relating to savings institutions)); (3) any
credit union; (4) any corporation that is a direct or indirect subsidiary of an entity described in (2)
or (3) which, by virtue of being affiliated with such entity, is subject to supervision and
examination by a Federal or State agency regulating such entities; and (5) an executive, judicial,
or legislative agency (as defined in 31 U.S.C. sec. 3701(a)(4)).
The penalties for failure to file correct information reports with the IRS and to furnish
statements to taxpayers are similar to those imposed with respect to a failure to provide other
information returns. For example, the penalty for failure to furnish statements to taxpayers is
generally $50 per failure, subject to a maximum of $100,000 for any calendar year. These
penalties are not applicable if the failure is due to reasonable cause and not to willful neglect.
Description of Proposal
The proposal would require that information reporting on discharges of indebtedness also
be done by any organization a significant trade or business of which is the lending of money
(such as finance companies and credit card companies whether or not affiliated with financial
institutions).
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective with respect to discharges of indebtedness occurring
after December 31, 1999.
F. Impose Limitation on Prefunding of Certain Employee Benefits
Present Law
Under present law, contributions to a welfare benefit fund generally are deductible when
paid, but only to the extent permitted under the rules of Code sections 419 and 419A. The
amount of an employer's deduction in any year for contributions to a welfare benefit fund cannot
exceed the fund's qualified cost for the year. The term qualified cost means the sum of (l) the
amount that would be deductible for benefits provided during the year if the employer paid them
directly and was on the cash method of accounting, and (2) within limits, the amount of any
addition to a qualified asset account for the year. A qualified asset account includes any account
consisting of assets set aside for the payment of disability benefits, medical benefits,
supplemental unemployment compensation or severance pay benefits, or life insurance benefits.
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The account limit for a qualified asset account for a taxable year is generally the amount
reasonably and actuarially necessary to fund claims incurred but unpaid (as of the close of the
taxable year) for benefits with respect to which the account is maintained and the administrative
costs incurred with respect to those claims. Specific additional reserves are allowed for future
provision of post-retirement medical and life insurance benefits.
The present-law deduction limits for contributions to welfare benefit funds do not apply
in the case of certain 10-or-more employer plans. A plan is a 10-or-more employer plan if (1)
more than one employer contributes to it, (2) no employer is normally required to contribute
more than 10 percent of the total contributions under the plan by all employers, and (3) the plan
does not maintain experience-rating arrangements with respect to individual employers.
If any portion of a welfare benefit fund reverts to the benefit of an employer that
maintains the fund, an excise tax equal to 100 percent of the reversion is imposed on the
employer.
Description of Proposal
Under the proposal, the present-law exception to the deduction limit for I O-or-more
employer plans would be limited to plans that provide only medical benefits, disability benefits
and qualifying group-term life insurance benefits to plan beneficiaries. Qualifying group-term
life insurance benefits would not include any arrangements that permit a plan beneficiary to
directly or indirectly access all or part of the account value of any life insurance contract,
whether through a policy loan, a partial or complete surrender of the policy, or otherwise. Also,
it would be intended that qualifying group-term life insurance benefits would not include any
arrangement whereby a plan beneficiary may receive a policy without a stated account value that
has the potential to give rise to an account value whether through the exchange of such policy for
another policy that would have an account value or otherwise. Furthermore, it would be intended
that group-term life insurance benefits would not fail to be qualifying group-term life insurance
benefits solely as a result of the inclusion of de minimis ancillary benefits, as described in
Treasury regulations. The exception would no longer be available with respect to plans that
provide supplemental unemployment compensation, severance pay and life insurance (other than
group-term life) benefits. Thus, the generally applicable deduction limits (secs. 419 and 419A)
would apply to plans providing these benefits.
In addition, if any portion of a welfare benefit fund attributable to contributions that are
deductible pursuant to the 1O-or-more employer exception (and earnings thereon) is used for a
purpose other than for providing medical benefits, disability benefits, or qualifying group-term
life insurance benefits to plan beneficiaries, such portion would be treated as reverting to the
benefit of the employers maintaining the fund and would be subject to the imposition of the 100percent excise tax. Thus, for example, cash payments to employees upon termination of the
fund, and loans or other distributions to the employee or employer, would be treated as giving
rise to a reversion that is subject to the excise tax.
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No inference would be intended with respect to the validity of any 10-or-more employer
arrangement under the provisions of present law.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective with respect to contributions paid or accrued on or after
June 9, 1999, in taxable years ending after such date.
G. Increase Elective Withholding Rate for Nonperiodic Distributions
from Deferred Compensation Plans
Present Law
Present law provides that income tax withholding is required on designated distributions
from employer compensation plans (whether or not such plans are tax qualified), individual
retirement arrangements ("IRAs"), and commercial annuities unless the payee elects not to have
withholding apply. A designated distribution does not include any payment (1) that is wages, (2)
the portion of which it is reasonable to believe is not includible in gross income,'0 (3) that is
subject to withholding of tax on nonresident aliens and foreign corporations (or would be subject
to such withholding but for a tax treaty), or (4) that is a dividend paid on certain employer
securities (as defined in sec. 404(k)(2)).
Tax is generally withheld on the taxable portion of any periodic payment as if the
payment is wages to the payee. A periodic payment is a designated distribution that is an annuity
or similar periodic payment.
In the case of a nonperiodic distribution, tax generally is withheld at a flat 10-percent rate
unless the payee makes an election not to have withholding apply. A nonperiodic distribution is
any distribution that is not a periodic distribution. Under current administrative rules, an
individual receiving a nonperiodic distribution can designate an amount to be withheld in
addition to the 10-percent otherwise required to be withheld.
Under present law, in the case of a nonperiodic distribution that is an eligible rollover
distribution, tax is withheld at a 20-percent rate unless the payee elects to have the distribution
rolled directly over to an eligible retirement plan (i.e., an IRA, a qualified plan (sec. 401(a)) that
is a defined contribution plan permitting direct deposits of rollover contributions, or a qualified
annuity plan (sec. 403(a)). In general, an eligible rollover distribution includes any distribution to
an employee of all or any portion of the balance to the credit of the employee in a qualified plan
or qualified annuity plan. An eligible rollover distribution does not include any distribution that
is part of a series of substantially equal periodic payments made (1) for the life (or life

'0 AII IRA distributions are treated as if includible in income for purposes of this rule.
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expectancy) of the employee or for the joint lives (or joint life expectancies) of the employee and
the employee's designated beneficiary, or (2) over the a specified period of 10 years or more. An
eligible rollover distribution also does not include any distribution required under the minimum
distribution rules of section 401 (a)(9), hardship distributions from section 401 (k) plans, or the
portion of a distribution that is not includible in income. The payee of an eligible rollover
distribution can only elect not to have withholding apply by making the direct rollover election.
Description of Proposal
Under the proposal, the withholding rate for nonperiodic distributions would be increased
from 10 percent to 15 percent. As under present law, unless the distribution was an eligible
rollover distribution, the payee could elect not to have withholding apply. The proposal would
not modify the 20-percent withholding rate that applies to any distribution that is an eligible
rollover distribution.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for distributions made after December 31, 2000.
H. Limit Conversion of Character of Income from
Constructive Ownership Transactions
Present Law
The maximum individual income tax rate on ordinary income and short-term capital gain
is 39.6 percent, while the maximum individual income tax rate on long-term capital gain
generally is 20 percent. Long-term capital gain means gain from the sale or exchange of a capital
asset held more than one year. For this purpose, gain from the termination of a right with respect
to property which would be a capital asset in the hands of the taxpayer is treated as capital gain."
A pass-thru entity (such as a partnership) generally is not subject to Federal income tax.
Rather, each owner includes its share of a pass-thru entity's income, gain, loss, deduction or
credit in its taxable income. Generally, the character of the item is determined at the entity level
and flows through to the owners. Thus, for example, the treatment of income by a partnership as
ordinary income, short-term capital gain, or long-term capital gain retains its character when
reported by each of the partners.
Investors may enter into forward contracts, notional principal contracts, and other similar
arrangements with respect to property that provides the investor with the same or similar

"

Section 1234A, as amended by the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997.
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economic benefits as owning the property directly but with potentially different tax consequences
as to the character and timing of any gain.
Description of Proposal
The proposal would limit the amount of long-term capital gain a taxpayer could recognize
from certain derivative contracts ("constructive ownership transactions") with respect to certain
financial assets. The amount of long-term capital gain would be limited to the amount of such
gain the taxpayer would have recognized if the taxpayer held the financial asset directly during
the term of the derivative contract. Any gain in excess of this amount would be treated as
ordinary income. An interest charge would be imposed on the amount of gain that is treated as
ordinary income.
A taxpayer would be treated as having, entered into a constructive ownership transaction
if the taxpayer (1) holds a long position under a notional principal contract with respect to a
financial asset, (2) enters into a forward contract to acquire a financial asset, (3) is the holder of a
call option, and the grantor of a put option, with respect to a financial asset, and the options have
substantially equal strike prices and substantially contemporaneous maturity dates, or (4) to the
extent provided in regulations, enters into one or more transactions, or acquires one or more
otherpositions, that have substantially the same effect as any of the transactions described.
A "financial asset" would be defined as (1) any equity interest in a pass-thru entity, and
(2) to the extent provided in regulations, any debt instrument and any stock in a corporation that
is not a pass-thru entity. A "pass-thru entity" would be defined as (1) a regulated investment
company, (2) a real estate investment trust, (3) a real estate mortgage investment conduit, (4) an
S corporation, (5) a partnership, (6) a trust, (7) a common trust fund, (8) a passive foreign
investment company,' (9) a foreign personal holding company, and (10) a foreign investment
company.
The interest charge is the amount of interest that would be imposed under section 6601
had the recharacterized gain been included in the taxpayer's income during the term of the
constructive ownership transaction. The recharacterized gain is treated as having accrued at a
constant rate' 3 during the terrn of the constructive ownership transaction.
A taxpayer would be treated as holding a long position under a notional principal contract
with respect to a financial asset if the person (1) has the right to be paid (or receive credit for) all

12 For this purpose, a passive foreign investment company includes an investment
company that is also a controlled foreign corporation.

' The accrual rate would be the applicable Federal rate on the day the constructive
ownership transaction closed.
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or substantially all of the investment yield (including appreciation) on the financial asset for a
specified period, and (2) is obligated to reimburse (or provide credit) for all or substantially all of
any decline in the value of the financial asset. A forward contract is a contract to acquire in the
future (or provide or receive credit for the future value of) any financial asset.
No inference is intended as to the proper treatment of a constructive ownership
transaction entered into prior to the effective date of this proposal.
Effective Date
This proposal would apply to transactions entered into on or after July 12, 1999. For this
purpose, a contract, option or any other arrangement that is entered into or exercised on or after
July 12, 1999 which extends or otherwise modifies the terms of a transaction entered into prior to
such date is treated as a transaction entered into on or after July 12, 1999.
I. Treatment of Excess Pension Assets Used for Retiree-Health Benefits
Present Law
Defined benefit pension plan assets generally may not revert to an employer prior to the
termination of the plan and the satisfaction of all plan liabilities. A reversion prior to plan
termination may constitute a prohibited transaction and may result in disqualification of the plan.
Certain limitations and procedural requirements apply to a reversion upon plan termination. Any
assets that revert to the employer upon plan termination are includible in the gross income of the
employer and subject to an excise tax. The excise tax rate, which may be as high as 50 percent
of the reversion, varies depending upon whether or not the employer maintains a replacement
plan or makes certain benefit increases. Upon plan termination, the accrued benefits of all plan
participants are required to be I 00-percent vested.
A pension plan may provide medical benefits to retired employees through a section
401 (h) account that is a part of such plan. A qualified transfer of excess assets of a defined
benefit pension plan (other than a multiemployer plan) into a section 401 (h) account that is a part
of such plan does not result in plan disqualification and is not treated as a reversion to the
employer or a prohibited transaction. Therefore, the transferred assets are not includible in the
gross income of the employer and are not subject to the excise tax on reversions.
Qualified transfers are subject to amount and frequency limitations, use requirements,
deduction limitations, vesting requirements and minimum benefit requirements. Excess assets
transferred in a qualified transfer may not exceed the amount reasonably estimated to be the
amount that the employer will pay out of such account during the taxable year of the transfer for
qualified current retiree health liabilities. No more than one qualified transfer with respect to any
plan may occur in any taxable year.
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The transferred assets (and any income thereon) must be used to pay qualified current
retiree health liabilities (either directly or through reimbursement) for the taxable year of the
transfer. Transferred amounts generally must benefit all pension plan participants, other than key
employees, who are entitled upon retirement to receive retiree medical benefits through the
section 401 (h) account. Retiree health benefits of key employees may not be paid (directly or
indirectly) out of transferred assets. Amounts not used to pay qualified current retiree health
liabilities for the taxable year of the transfer are to be returned at the end of the taxable year to
the general assets of the plan. These amounts are not includible in the gross income of the
employer, but are treated as an employer reversion and are subject to a 20-percent excise tax.
No deduction is allowed for (1.) a qualified transfer of excess pension assets into a section
401(h) account, (2) the payment of qualified current retiree health liabilities out of transferred
.,assets (and any income thereon) or (3) a return of amounts not used to pay qualified current
retiree health liabilities to the general assets of the pension plan.
In order for the transfer to be qualified, accrued retirement benefits under the pension
plan generally must be I 00-percent vested as if the plan terminated immediately before the
transfer.
-The minimum benefit requirement requires each group health plan under which
applicable heath benefits are provided to provide substantially the same level of applicable health
benefits for the taxable year of the transfer and the following 4 taxable years. The level of
benefits that must be maintained is based on benefits provided in the year immediately preceding
the taxable year of the transfer. Applicable health benefits are health benefits or coverage that
are provided to (1) retirees who, immediately before the transfer, are entitled to receive such
benefits upon retirement and who are entitled to pension benefits under the plan and (2) the
spouses and dependents of such retirees..
The provision permitting a qualified transfer of excess pension assets to pay qualified
current retiree health liabilities expires for taxable years beginning after December 31, 2000.'4
Description of Proposal
The present-law provision permitting qualified transfers of excess defined benefit pension
plan assets to provide retiree health benefits under a section 401(h) account would be extended
through September 30, 2009. In addition, the present-law minimum benefit requirement would
be replaced by the minimum cost requirement that applied to qualified transfers before December
9, 1994, to section 401 (h) accounts. Therefore, each group health plan or arrangement under

Similar provisions regarding transfers of excess defined benefit pension plan assets to
retiree health accounts are contained in title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
("ERISA").
14
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which applicable health benefits are provided would be required to provide a minimum dollar
level of retiree health expenditures for the taxable year of the transfer and the following 4 taxable
years. The minimum dollar level would be the higher of the applicable employer costs for each
of the 2 taxable years immediately preceding the taxable year of the transfer. The applicable
employer cost for a taxable year would be determined by dividing the employer's qualified
current retiree health liabilities by the number of individuals to whom coverage for applicable
health benefits was provided during the taxable year.
Effective Date
The proposal generally would be effective with respect to qualified transfers of excess
defined benefit pension plan assets to section 401(h) accounts after December 31, 2000, and
before October 1, 2009. The replacement of the present-law minimum benefit requirement with
the minimum cost requirement generally would be effective for qualified transfers occurring on
or after the date of enactment. The minimum benefit requirement would continue to apply to
qualified transfers before the date of enactment. An employer would be permitted to satisfy the
minimum benefit requirement with respect to a qualified transfer that occurs on or after the date
of enactment during the portion of the cost maintenance period of such transfer that overlaps the
benefit maintenance period of a qualified transfer that occurs before the date of enactment. For
example, suppose an employer.(with a calendar year taxable year) made a qualified transfer in
1998. The minimum benefit requirement must be satisfied for calendar years 1998, 1999, 2000,
2001, and 2002. Suppose the employer also makes a qualified transfer in 2000. Then, the
employer would be permitted to satisfy the minimum benefit requirement in 2000, 2001, and
2002, and would be required to satisfy the minimum cost requirement in 2003 and 2004.
J. Modify Installment Method and Prohibit its
Use by Accrual Method Taxpayers
Present Law
An accrual method taxpayer is generally required to recognize income when all the events
have occurred that fix the right to the receipt of the income and the amount of the income can be
determined with reasonable accuracy. The installment method of accounting provides an
exception to this general principle of income recognition by allowing a taxpayer to defer the
recognition of income from the disposition of certain property until payment is received. Sales
to customers in the ordinary course of business are not eligible for the installment method, except
for sales of property that is used or produced in the trade or business of farming and sales of
timeshares and residential lots if an election to pay interest under section 453(l)(2)(B)) is made.
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A pledge rule provides that if an installment obligation is pledged as security for any
indebtedness, the net proceeds' 5 of such indebtedness are treated as a payment on the obligation,
triggering the recognition of income. Actual payments received on the installment obligation
subsequent to the receipt of the loan proceeds are not taken into account until such subsequent
payments exceed the loan proceeds that were treated as payments. The pledge rule does not
apply to sales of property used or produced in the trade or business of farming, to sales of
timeshares and residential lots where the taxpayer elects to pay interest under section
453(l)(2)(B), or to dispositions where the sales price does not exceed $150,000.
An additional rule requires the payment of interest on the deferred tax that is attributable
to most large installment sales.
Description of Proposal
Prohibition on the use of the installment method for accrual method dispositions
The proposal would generally prohibit the use of the installment method of accounting
for dispositions of property that would otherwise be reported for Federal income tax purposes
using an accrual method of accounting. The proposal would not change present law regarding
the availability of the installment method for dispositions of property used or produced in the
trade or business of farming. The proposal also would not change present law regarding the
availability of the installment method for dispositions of timeshares or residential lots if the
taxpayer elects to pay interest under section 453(1).
The proposal would not change the ability of a cash method taxpayer to use the
installment method. For example, a cash method individual owns all of the stock of a closely
held accrual method corporation. This individual sells his stock for cash, a ten year note, and a
percentage of the gross revenues of the company for next ten years. The proposal would not
change the ability of this individual to use-the installment method in reporting the gain on the
sale of the stock.
Modifications to the pledge rule
The proposal would modify the pledge rule to provide that entering into any arrangement
that gives the taxpayer the right to satisfy an obligation with an installment note will be treated in
the same manner as the direct pledge of the installment note. For example, a taxpayer disposes
of property for an installment note; The disposition is properly reported using the installment
method. The taxpayer only recognizes gain as it receives the deferred payment. However, were
the taxpayer to pledge the installment note as security for a loan, it would be required to treat the

"

The net proceeds equal the gross loan proceeds less the direct expenses of obtaining

the loan.
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proceeds of such loan as a payment on the installment note, and recognize the appropriate
amount of gain. Under the proposal, the taxpayer would also be required to treat the proceeds of
a loan as payment on the installment note to the extent the taxpayer had the right to "put" or
repay the loan by transferring the installment note to the taxpayer's creditor. Other arrangements
that have a similar effect would be treated in the same manner.
The modification of the pledge rule applies only to installment sales where the pledge
rule of present law applies. Accordingly, the proposal would not change the treatment of
installment method sales made by a dealer in timeshares and residential lots where the taxpayer
elects to pay interest under section 453(l)(2)(B), to sales of property used or produced in the trade
or business of farming, or to dispositions where the sales price does not exceed '$150,000, since
such sales are not subject to the pledge rule under present law.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for sales or other dispositions entered into on or after the
date of enactment.
K. Limitation on the Use of Non-accrual Experience Method 'of Accounting
Present Law
An accrual method taxpayer generally must recognize income when all the events have
occurred that fix the right to receive the income and the amount of the income can be determined
with reasonable accuracy. An accrual method taxpayer may deduct the amount of any receivable
that was previously included in income that becomes worthless during the year.
Accrual method taxpayers are not required to include in income amounts to be received
for the performance of services which, on the basis of experience, will not be collected (the "nonaccrual experience method"). The availability of this method is conditioned on the taxpayer not
charging interest or a penalty for failure to timely pay the amount charged.
A cash method taxpayer is not required to include an amount in income until it is
received. A taxpayer generally may not use the cash method if purchase, production, or sale of
merchandise is an income producing factor. Such taxpayers generally are required to keep
inventories and use an accrual method of accounting. In addition, corporations (and partnerships
with corporate partners) generally may not use the cash method of accounting if their average
annual gross receipts exceed $5 million. An exception to this $5 million rule is provided for
qualified personal service corporations. A qualified personal service corporation is a corporation
(1) substantially all of whose activities involve the performance of services in the fields of health,
law, engineering, architecture, accounting, actuarial science, performing arts or consulting and
(2) substantially all of the stock of which is owned by current or former employees performing
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such services, their estates or heirs. Qualified personal service corporations are allowed to use
the cash method without regard to whether their average annual gross receipts exceed $5 million.
Description of Proposal
The proposal provides that the non-accrual experience method will be available only for
amounts to be received for the performance of qualified personal services. Amounts to be
received for the performance of all other services will be subject to the general rule regarding
inclusion in income. Qualified personal services are personal services in the fields of health, law,
engineering, architecture, accounting, actuarial science, performing arts or consulting. As under
present law, the availability of the method is conditioned on the taxpayer not charging interest or
a penalty for failure to timely pay the amount.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for taxable years ending after the date of enactment. Any
change in the taxpayer's method of accounting necessitated as a result of the proposal would be
treated as a voluntary change initiated by the taxpayer with the consent of the Secretary of the
Treasury. Any required section 481(a) adjustment would be taken into account over a period not
to exceed four years under principles consistent with those in Rev. Proc. 98-60..6
L. Denial of Charitable Contribution Deduction for Transfers Associated
with Split-Dollar Insurance Arrangements
Present Law
Under present law, in computing taxable income, a taxpayer who itemizes deductions
generally is allowed to deduct charitable contributions paid during the taxable year. The amount
of the deduction allowable for a taxable year with respect to any charitable contribution depends
on the type of property contributed, the type of organization to which the property is contributed,
and the income of the taxpayer (secs. 170(b) and 170(e)). A charitable contribution is defined to
mean a contribution or gift to or for the use of a charitable organization or certain other entities
(sec. 170(c)). The term "contribution or gift" is not defined by statute, but generally is
interpreted to mean a voluntary transfer of money or other property without receipt of adequate
consideration and with donative intent. If a taxpayer receives or expects to receive a quid pro
quo in exchange for a transfer to charity, the taxpayer may be able to deduct the excess of the
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amount transferred over the fair market value of any benefit received in return, provided the
excess payment is made with the intention of making a gift.'7
In general, no charitable contribution deduction is allowed for a transfer to charity of less
than the taxpayer's entire interest (i.e., a partial interest) in any property (sec. 170(f)(3)). In
addition, no deduction is allowed for any contribution of $250 or more unless the taxpayer
obtains a contemporaneous written acknowledgment from the donee organization that includes a
description and good faith estimate of the value of any goods or services provided by the donee
organization to the taxpayer in consideration, whole or part, for the taxpayer's contribution (sec.
170(f)(8)).
Description of Proposal
Deduction denial
The proposal8 would restate present law to provide that no charitable contribution
deduction is allowed for purposes of Federal tax, for a transfer to or for the use of an organization
described in section 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, if in connection with the transfer (1)
the organization directly or indirectly pays, or has previously paid, any premium on any
"personal benefiticontract" with respect to the transferor, or (2) there is an understanding or
expectation that any person will directly or indirectly pay any premium on any "personal benefit
contract" with respect to the transferor. It would be intended that an organization be considered
as indirectly paying premiums if, for example, another person pays premiums on its behalf.
A personal benefit contract with respect to the transferor would be any life insurance,
annuity, or endowment contract, if any direct or indirect beneficiary under the contract is the
transferor, any member of the transferor's family, or any other person (other than a section
170(c) organization) designated by the transferor. For example, such a beneficiary would include
a trust having a direct or indirect beneficiary who is the transferor or any member of the
transferor's family, and would include an entity that is controlled by the transferor or any
member of the transferor's family. It would be intended that a beneficiary under the contract
include any beneficiary under any side agreement relating to the contract. If a transferor
contributes a life insurance contract to a section 170(c) organization and designates one or more
section 170(c) organizations as the sole beneficiaries under the contract, generally, it would not
be intended that the deduction denial rule under the proposal apply. If, however, there is an
outstanding loan under the contract upon the transfer of the contract, then the transferor would be

United States v. American Bar Endowment, 477 U.S. 105 (1986). Treas. Reg. sec.
1I.170A-l(h).
'7

The proposal is similar to H.R. 630, introduced by Mr. Archer and Mr. Rangel (106'
Cong., 15' Sess.).
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considered as a beneficiary. The fact that a contract also has other direct or indirect beneficiaries
(persons who are not the transferor or a family member, or designated by the transferor) would
not prevent it from being a personal benefit contract. The proposal would not be intended to
affect situations in which an organization pays premiums under a legitimate fringe benefit plan
for employees.
It would be intended that a person be considered as an indirect beneficiary under a
contract if, for example, the person receives or will receive any economic benefit as a result of
amounts paid under or with respect to the contract. For this purpose, as described below, an
indirect beneficiary would not be intended to include a person that benefits exclusively under a
bona fide charitable gift annuity (within the meaning of sec. 501(m)).
In the case of a charitable gift annuity, if the charitable organization purchases an annuity
contract issued by an insurance company to fund its obligation to pay the charitable gift annuity,
a person receiving payments under the charitable gift annuity would not be treated as an indirect
beneficiary, provided certain requirements are met. The requirements are that (1) the charitable
organization possess all of the incidents of ownership (within the meaning of Treas. Reg. sec.
20.2042-1 (c)) under the annuity contract purchased by the charitable organization; (2) the
charitable organization be entitled to all the payments under the contract; and (3) the timing and
amount of payments under the contract be substantially the same as the timing and amount of
payments to each person under the organization's obligation under the charitable gift annuity (as
in effect at the time of the transfer to the charitable organization).
Under the proposal, an individual's family would consist of the individual's grandparents,
the grandparents of the individual's spouse, the lineal descendants of such grandparents, and any
spouse of such a lineal descendant.
In the case of a charitable gift annuity obligation that is issued under the laws of a State
that requires, in order for the charitable gift annuity to be exempt from insurance regulation by
that State, that each beneficiary under the charitable gift annuity be named as a beneficiary under
an annuity contract issued by an insurance company authorized to transact business in that State,
then the foregoing requirements (1) and (2) would be treated as if they are met, provided that
certain additional requirements are met. The additional requirements are that the State law
requirement was in effect on February 8, 1999, each beneficiary under the charitable gift annuity
is a bona fide resident of the State at the time the charitable gift annuity was issued, the only
persons entitled to payments under the annuity contract issued by the insurance company are
persons entitled to payments under the charitable gift annuity when it was issued, and (as
required by the proposal) the timing and amount of payments under the annuity contract to each
person are substantially the same as the timing and amount of payments to the person under the
charitable organization's obligation under the charitable gift annuity (as in effect at the time of
the transfer to the charitable organization).
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In the case of a charitable remainder annuity trust or charitable remainder unitrust (as
defined in section 664(d)) that holds a life insurance, endowment or annuity contract issued by an
insurance company, a person would not be treated as an indirect beneficiary under the contract
held by the trust, solely by reason of being a recipient of an annuity or unitrust amount paid by
the trust, provided that the trust possesses all of the incidents of ownership under the contract and
is entitled to all the payments under such contract. No inference would be intended as to the
applicability of other provisions of the Code with respect to the acquisition by the trust of a life
insurance, endowment or annuity contract, or the appropriateness of such an investment by a
charitable remainder trust.
Nothing in the proposal would be intended to suggest that a life insurance, endowment, or
annuity contract would be a personal benefit contract, solely because an individual who is a
recipient of an annuity or unitrust amount paid by a charitable remainder annuity trust or
charitable remainder unitrust uses such a payment to purchase a life insurance, endowment or
annuity contract, and a beneficiary under the contract is the recipient, a member of his or her
family, or another person he or she designates.
Excise tax
The proposal would impose on any organization described in section 170(c) of the Code
an excise tax, equal to the amount of the premiums paid by the organization on any life
insurance, annuity, or endowment contract, if the premiums are paid in connection with a transfer
for which a deduction is not allowable under the deduction denial rule of the proposal (without
regard to when the transfer to the charitable organization was made). The excise tax would not
apply if all of the direct and indirect beneficiaries under the contract (including any related side
agreement) are organizations described in section 170(c). Under the proposal, payments would
be treated as made by the organization, if they are made by any other person pursuant to an
understanding or expectation of payment.- The excise tax is to be applied taking into account
rules ordinarily applicable to excise taxes in chapter 41 or 42 of the Code (e.g., statute of
limitation rules).
Reporting
The proposal would require that the charitable organization annually report the amount of
premiums that is paid during the year and that is subject to the excise tax imposed under the
proposal, and the name and taxpayer identification number of each beneficiary under the life
insurance, annuity or endowment contract to which the premiums relate, as well as other
information required by the Secretary of the Treasury. For this purpose, it would be intended
that a beneficiary include any beneficiary under any side agreement to which the section 170(c)
organization is a party (or of which it is otherwise aware). Penalties applicable to returns
required under Code section 6033 would apply to returns under this reporting requirement.
Returns required under this proposal are to be furnished at such time and in such manner as the
Secretary shall by forms or regulations require.
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Regulations
The proposal would provide for the promulgation of regulations necessary or appropriate
to carry out the purposes of the proposal, including regulations to prevent the avoidance of the
purposes of the proposal. For example, it would be intended that regulations prevent avoidance
of the purposes of the proposal by inappropriate or improper reliance on the limited exceptions
provided for certain beneficiaries under bona fide charitable gift annuities and for certain
noncharitable recipients of an annuity or unitrust amount paid by a charitable remainder trust.
Effective Date
The deduction denial proposal would apply to transfers after February 8, 1999 (as
provided in H.R. 630). The excise tax proposal would apply to premiums paid after the date of
enactment. The reporting proposal would apply to premiums paid after February 8, 1999
(determined as if the excise tax imposed under the proposal applied to premiums paid after that
date).
No inference would be intended that a charitable contribution deduction is allowed under
present law with respect to a charitable split-dollar insurance arrangement. The proposal would
not change the rules with respect to fraud or criminal or civil penalties under present law; thus,
actions constituting fraud or that are subject to penalties under present law would still constitute
fraud or be subject to the penalties after enactment of the proposal.
M. Prevent Duplication or Acceleration of Loss Through
Assumption of Certain Liabilities
Present Law
Generally, no gain or loss is recognized when one or more persons contribute property in
exchange for stock and immediately after the exchange such person or persons control the
corporation. However, the person may recognize gain to the extent it receives money or other
property ("boot") as part of the exchange (sec. 351).
The assumption of liabilities by the controlled corporation generally is not treated as boot
received by the transferor. One exception to this rule is when, "taking into consideration the
nature of the liability and the circumstances in the light of which the arrangement for the
assumption or acquisition was made, it appears that the principal purpose of the taxpayer...was a
purpose to avoid Federal income tax on the exchange, or... if not such purpose, was not a bona
fide business purpose" (sec. 357(b)). Another exception applies to the extent that the liabilities
assumed exceed the total of the adjusted basis of the property transferred to the controlled
corporation pursuant to the exchange (sec. 357(c)).
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In general, the transferor's basis in the stock of the controlled corporation is the same as
the basis of the property contributed to the controlled corporation, increased in the amount of any
gain recognized by the transferor on the exchange, and reduced by the amount of any money or
property received (sec. 358). For this purpose, the assumption of a liability is treated as money
received by the transferor.
Special rules apply in connection with the assumption of a liability that would give rise to
a deduction. These liabilities are not taken into account in determining whether the transferor
has gain on the exchange, and the transferor's basis in the stock of the controlled corporation is
not reduced by the assumption of these liabilities. The Internal Revenue Service has ruled that
the assumption of certain contingent liabilities by an accrual basis corporation is covered by this
rule.'9
Description of Proposal
The proposal would provide that if the basis of stock received by a transferor as part of a
tax-free exchange with a controlled corporation would exceed its fair market value (without
regard to this proposal), then the basis of the stock received would be reduced (but not below the
fair market value) by the amount of any liability that (1) is assumed in exchange for such
property, and (2) did not otherwise reduce the transferor's basis of the stock by reason of the
assumption. The proposalwould not apply where the trade or business giving rise to the liability
is transferred to the corporation as part of the exchange. For this purpose, the term "liability"
would include any obligation to make payment, without regard to whether the obligation is fixed
or contingent or otherwise taken into account under the Code.
The Secretary of the Treasury would be directed to prescribe rules providing appropriate
adjustments to prevent the acceleration or duplication of losses through the assumption of (or
transfer of assets subject to) liabilities (as defined in the proposal) in transactions involving
partnerships.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for assumptions of liabilities on or after October 19,
1999. Except as provided by the Secretary of the Treasury, the rules addressing transactions
involving partnerships would be effective for assumptions of liabilities on or after October 19,
1999.
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Rev. Rul. 95-74, 1995-2 C.B. 36.
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N. Require Consistent Treatment and Provide Basis Allocation Rules for Transfers
of Intangibles in Certain Nonrecognition Transactions
Present Law
Generally, no gain or loss is recognized if one or more persons transfer property to a
corporation solely in exchange for stock in the corporation and, immediately after the exchange
such person or persons are in control of the corporation. Similarly, no gain or loss is recognized
in the case of a contribution of property in exchange for a partnership interest. Neither the
Internal Revenue Code nor the regulations provide the meaning of the requirement that a person
"transfer property" in exchange for stock (or a partnership interest). The Internal Revenue
Service interprets the requirement consistent with the "sale or other disposition of property"
language in the context of a taxable disposition of property. See, e.g., Rev. Rul. 69-156, 1969-1
C.B. 101. Thus, a transfer of less than "all substantial rights" to use property will not qualify as a
tax-free exchange and stock received will be treated as payments for the use of property rather
than for the property itself. These amounts are characterized as ordinary income. However, the
Claims Court has rejected the Service's position and held that the transfer of a nonexclusive
license to use a patent (or any transfer of "something of value") could be a "transfer" of
"property" for purposes of the nonrecognition provision. See E.l. DuPont de Nemours & Co. v.
U.S., 471 F.2d 1211 (Ct. Cl. 1973).
Description of Proposal
The proposal would treat a transfer of an interest in intangible property constituting less
than all of the substantial rights of the transferor in the property as a transfer of property for
purposes of the nonrecognition provisions regarding transfers of property to controlled
corporations and partnerships. Consistent reporting by the transferor and transferee would be
required; Furthermore, in the case of a transfer of less than all of the substantial rights, the
transferor would be required to allocate the basis of the intangible between the retained rights and
the transferred rights based upon respective fair market values.
No inference is intended as to the treatment of these or similar transactions prior to the
effective date.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for transfers on or after the date of enactment.
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0. Distributions by a Partnership to a Corporate Partner

of Stock in Another Corporation
Present Law
Present law generally provides that no gain or loss is recognized on the receipt by a
corporation of property distributed in complete liquidation of another corporation in which it
holds 80 percent of the stock (by vote and value) (sec. 332). The basis of property received by a
corporate distributee in the distribution in complete liquidation of the 80-percent-owned
subsidiary is a carryover basis, i.e., the same as the basis in the hands of the subsidiary (provided
no gain or loss is recognized by the liquidating corporation with respect to the distributed
property) (sec. 334(b)).
Present law provides two different rules for determining a partner's basis in distributed'
property, depending on whether or not the distribution is in liquidation of the partner's interest in
the partnership. Generally, a substituted basis rule applies to property distributed to a partner in
liquidation. Thus, the basis of property distributed in liquidation of a partner's interest is equal to
the partner's adjusted basis in its partnership interest (reduced by any money distributed in the
same transaction) (sec. 732(b)).
By contrast, generally, a carryover basis rule applies to property distributed to a partner
other than in liquidation of its partnership interest, subject to a cap (sec. 732(a)). Thus, in a
non-liquidating distribution, the distributes partner's basis in the property is equal to the
partnership's adjusted basis in the property immediately before the distribution, but not to exceed
the partner's adjusted basis in its partnership interest (reduced by any money distributed in the
same transaction). In a non-liquidating distribution, the partner's basis in its partnership interest
is reduced by the amount of the basis to the distributes partner of the property distributed and is
reduced by the amount of any money distributed (sec. 733).
If corporate stock is distributed by a partnership to a corporate partner with a low basis in
its partnership interest, the basis of the stock is reduced in the hands of the partner so that the
stock basis equals the distributee partner's adjusted basis in its partnership interest. No
comparable reduction is made in the basis of the corporation's assets, however. The effect of
reducing the stock basis can be negated by a subsequent liquidation of the corporation under
section 332.20

In a similar situation involving the purchase of stock of a subsidiary corporation as
replacement property following an involuntary conversion, the Code generally requires the basis
of the assets held by the subsidiary to be reduced to the extent that the basis of the stock in the
replacement corporation itself is reduced (sec. 1033).
20
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Description of Proposal
In general
The proposal would provide for a basis reduction to assets of a corporation, if stock in
that corporation is distributed by a partnership to a corporate partner. The reduction would apply
if, after the distribution, the corporate partner controls the distributed corporation.
Amount of the basis reduction
Under the proposal, the amount of the reduction in basis of property of the distributed
corporation generally would equal the amount of the excess of (1) the partnership's adjusted
basis in the stock of the distributed corporation immediately before the distribution, over (2) the
corporate partner's basis in that stock immediately after the distribution.
The proposal would limit the amount of the basis reduction in two respects. First, the
amount of the basis reduction could not exceed the amount by which (l) the sum of the aggregate
adjusted bases of the property and the amount of money of the distributed corporation exceeds
(2) the corporate partner's adjusted basis in the stock of the distributed corporation. Thus, for
example, if the distributed corporation has cash of $300 and other property with a basis of $600
and the corporate partner's basis- in the stock of the distributed corporation is $400, then the
amount of the basis reduction could not exceed $500 (i.e., ($300+$600) - $400 = $500).
Second, the amount of the basis reduction could not exceed the adjusted basis of the
property of the distributed corporation. Thus, the basis of property (other than money) of the
distributed corporation could not be reduced below zero, under the proposal, even though the total
amount of the basis reduction would otherwise be greater.
The proposal would provide that the corporate partner recognizes long-term capital gain
to the extent the amount of the basis reduction does exceed the basis of the property (other than
money) of the distributed corporation. In addition, the corporate partner's adjusted basis in the
stock of the distribution would be increased in the same amount. For example, if the amount of
the basis reduction were $400, and the distributed corporation has money of $200 and other
property with an adjusted basis of $300, then the corporate partner would recognize a $100
capital gain under the proposal. The corporate partner's basis in the stock of the distributed
corporation would also be increased by $100 in this example, under the proposal.
The basis reduction would be allocated among assets of the controlled corporation in
accordance with the rules provided under section 732(c).
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Partnership distributions resulting in control
The basis reduction generally would apply with respect to a partnership distribution of
stock if the corporate partner controls the distributed corporation immediately after the
distribution or at any time thereafter. For this purpose, the term control means ownership of
stock meeting the requirements of section 1504(a)(2) (generally, an 80-percent vote and value
requirement).
The proposal would apply to reduce the basis of any property held by the distributed
corporation immediately after the distribution, or, if the corporate partner does not control the
distributed corporation at that time, then at the time the corporate partner first has such control.
The proposal would not apply to any distribution if the corporate partner does not have control of
the distributed corporation immediately after the distribution and establishes that the distribution
was not part of a plan or arrangement to acquire control.
For purposes of the proposal, if a corporation acquires (other than in a distribution from a
partnership) stock the basis of which is determined (by reason of being distributed from a
partnership) in whole or in part by reference to section 732(a)(2) or (b), then the corporation
would be treated as receiving a distribution of stock from a partnership. For example, if a
partnership distributes property other than stock (such as real estate) to a corporate partner, and
that corporate partner contributes the real estate to another corporation in a section 351
transaction, then the stock received in the section 351 transaction would not be treated as
distributed by a partnership, and the basis reduction under this proposal would not apply. As
another example, if a partnership distributes stock to two corporate partners, neither of which
have control of the distributed corporation, and the two corporate partners merge and the survivor
obtains control of the distributed corporation, the stock of the distributed corporation that is
acquired as a result of the merger would be treated as received in a partnership distribution; the
basis reduction rule of the proposal would apply.
In the case of tiered corporations, a special rule would provide that if the property held by
a distributed corporation is stock in a corporation that the distributed corporation controls, then
the proposal is applied to reduce the basis of the property of that controlled corporation. The
proposal would also be reapplied to any property of any controlled corporation that is stock in a
corporation that it controls. Thus, for example, if stock of a controlled corporation is distributed
to a corporate partner, and the controlled corporation has a subsidiary, the amount of the basis
reduction allocable to stock of the subsidiary would be applied again to reduce the basis of the
assets of the subsidiary, under the special rule.
The proposal would also provide for regulations, including regulations to avoid double
counting and to prevent the abuse of the purposes of the proposal. It would be intended that
regulations prevent the avoidance of the purposes of the proposal through the use of tiered
partnerships.
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Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for distributions made after July 14, 1999, except that in
the case of a corporation that is a partner in a partnership on July 14, 1999, the proposal would be
effective for distributions by that partnership to the corporation after the date of enactment.
P. Prohibited Allocations of Stock in an S Corporation ESOP
Present Law
The Small Business Job Protection Act of 1996 allowed qualified retirement plan trusts
described in section 401(a) to own stock in an S corporation. That Act treated the plan's share of
the S corporation's income (and gain on the disposition of the stock) as includible in full in the
trust's unrelated business taxable income ("UBTI").
The Tax Relief Act of 1997 repealed the provision treating items of income or loss of an
S corporation as UBTI in the case of an employee stock ownership plan ("ESOP"). Thus, the
income of an S corporation allocable to an ESOP is not subject to current taxation.
Present law provides a deferral of income on the sales of certain employer securities to an
ESOP,,(sec. 1042). A 50-percent excise tax is imposed on certain prohibited allocations of
securities acquired by an ESOP in a transaction to which section 1042 applies. In addition, such
allocations are currently includible in the gross income of the individual receiving the prohibited
allocation.
Description of Proposal
In general
The proposal contains rules designed to limit deferral opportunities in the case of a
closely-held ESOP maintained by an S corporation. Under the proposal, if there is a
nonallocation year with respect to an ESOP maintained by an S corporation: (1) the amount
allocated in a prohibited allocation to an individual who is a disqualified person would be treated
as distributed to such individual (i.e., the value of the prohibited allocation would be includible
in the gross income of the individual receiving the prohibited allocation); (2) an excise tax would
be imposed on the S corporation equal to 50 percent of the amount involved in a prohibited
allocation; and (3) an excise tax would be imposed on the S corporation with respect to any
synthetic equity owned by a disqualified person.
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Definition of nonallocation year
A nonallocation year would mean any plan year of an ESOP holding shares in an S
corporation if, at any time during the plan year, disqualified persons own at least 50 percent of
the number of outstanding shares of the S corporation.
A person would be a disqualified person if the person is either (1) a member of a "deemed
20-percent shareholder group" or (2) a "deemed I 0-percent shareholder." A person would be a
member of a "deemed 20-percent shareholder group" if the number of deemed-owned shares of
the person and his or her family members is at least 20 percent of the number of deemed-owned
shares of stock in the S corporation. A person would be a deemed 10-percent shareholder if the
person is not a member of a deemed 20-percent shareholder group and the number of the
person's deemed-owried shares is at least 10 percent of the number of deemed-owned shares of
stock of the corporation.
In general, "deemed-owned shares" would mean: (1) stock allocated to the account of the
an individual under the ESOP, and (2) an individual's share of unallocated stock held by the
ESOP. An individual's share of unallocated stock held by an ESOP would be determined in the
same manner as the most recent allocation of stock under the terms of the plan.
For purposes of determining whether disqualified persons own 50 percent or more of the
outstanding stock of the corporation, deemed-owned shares and shares owned directly by an
individual would be taken into account. The family attribution rules of section 318 would apply,
modified to include certain other family members, as described below.
Under the proposal, family members of an individual would include (1) the spouse of the
individual, (2) an ancestor or lineal descendant of the individual or his or her spouse, (3) a sibling
of the individual (or the individual's spouse) and any lineal descendant of the brother or'sister,
and (4) the spouse of any person described in (2) or (3).
The proposal contains special rules applicable to synthetic equity interests. Except to the
extent provided in regulations, the stock on which a synthetic equity interest is based would be
treated as outstanding stock of the S corporation and as deemed-owned shares of the person
holding the synthetic equity interest if such treatment would result in the treatment of any person
as a disqualified person or the treatment of any year as a nonallocation year. Thus, for example,
disqualified persons for a year would include those individuals who are disqualified persons
under the general rule (i.e., treating only those shares held by the ESOP as deemed-owned
shares) and those individuals who are disqualified individuals if synthetic equity interests are
treated as deemed-owned shares.
"Synthetic equity" would mean any stock option, warrant, restricted stock, deferred
issuance stock right, or similar interest that gives the holder the right to acquire or receive stock
of the S corporation in the future. Except to the extent provided in regulations, synthetic equity
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would also include a stock appreciation right, phantom stock unit, or similar right to a future cash
payment based on the value of such stock or appreciation in such value.'
Definition of prohibited allocation
An ESOP of an S corporation would be required to provide that no portion of the assets
of the plan attributable to (or allocable in lieu of) S corporation stock may, during a
nonallocation year, accrue (or be allocated directly or indirectly under any qualified plan of the S
corporation) for the benefit of a disqualified person. A "prohibited allocation" refers to violation
of this provision. A prohibited allocation would occur, for example, if income on S corporation
stock held by an ESOP were allocated to the account of an individual who is a disqualified
person.
Application of excise tax
In the case of a prohibited allocation, the S corporation would be liable for an excise tax
equal to 50 percent of the amount of the allocation. For example, if S corporation stock .were
allocated in a prohibited allocation, the excise tax would be equal to 50 percent of the. fair market
value of such stock.
A special rule would apply in the case of the first nonallocation year in which there is a
prohibited allocation. In that year, the excise tax would also apply to the fair market value of the
deemed-owned shares of any disqualified person held by the.ESOP, even though those shares are
not allocated to the disqualified person in that year.
As mentioned above, the S corporation would also be liable for an excise tax with respect
to any synthetic equity interest owned by any disqualified person in a nonallocation year. The
excise tax would be 50 percent of the value of the shares on which synthetic equity is based.
Treasury regulations
The Treasury Department would be given the authority to prescribe such regulations as
may be necessary to carry out the purposes of the provision.
Effective Date
The proposal generally would be effective with respect to years beginning after
December 31, 2000. In the case of an ESOP established after July 14, 1999, or an ESOP

21 The provisions in the proposal relating to synthetic equity would not be intended to
modify the rules relating to S corporations, e.g., the circumstances in which options or similar
interests are treated as creating a second class of stock.
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established on or before such date if the employer maintaining the plan was not an S corporation
on such date, the proposal would be effective with respect to plan years ending after July 14,
1999.
Q. Treatment of Real Estate Investment Trusts ("REITs")
1. Provisions Relating to REITs
Present Law
Real estate investment trust ("REITs") are treated, in substance, as pass-through entities
under present law. Pass-through status is achieved by allowing the REIT a deduction for
dividends paid to its shareholders. REITs are restricted to investing in passive investments
primarily in real estate and securities. Specifically, a REIT is required to receive at least 95
percent of its income from real property rents and from securities. Amounts received as
impermissible "tenant services income" are not treated as rents from real property. In general,
such amounts are for services rendered to tenants that are not "customarily furnished" in
connection with the rental of real property. Special rules permit amounts to be received from
certain "foreclosure property," treated as such for 3 years after the property is acquired by the
REIT in foreclosure after a default (or imminent default) on a lease of such property or on
indebtedness which such property secured.
A REITfis not treated as providing services that produce impermissible tenant services
income if such services are provided by an independent contractor from whom the REIT does not
derive or receive any income. An independent contractor is defined as a person who does not
own, directly or indirectly, more than 35 percent of the shares of the REIT. Also, no more than
35 percent of the total shares of stock of an independent contractor (or of the interests in assets or
net profits, if not a corporation) can be owned directly or indirectly by persons owning 35
percent or more of the interests in the REIT.
A REIT is limited in the amount that it can own in other corporations. Specifically, a
REIT cannot own securities (other than Government securities and certain real estate assets) in
an amount greater than 25 percent of the value of REIT assets. In addition, it cannot own
securities of any one issuer representing more than 5 percent of the total value of REIT assets or
more than 10 percent of the voting securities of any corporate issuer. Under an exception to this
rule, a REIT can own 100 percent of the stock of a corporation, but in that case the income and
assets of such corporation are treated as income and assets of the REIT. Securities for purposes
of these rules are defined by reference to the Investment Company Act of 1940.22

22

15 U.S.C. 80a-1 and following.
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A REIT is generally required to distribute 95 percent of its income before the end of its
taxable year, as deductible dividends paid to shareholders. This rule is similar to a rule for
regulated investment companies ("RICs") that requires distribution of 90 percent of income.
Both REITS and RICs can make certain "deficiency dividends" after the close of the taxable
year, and have these treated as made before the end of the year. The regulations applicable to
REITS state that a distribution will be treated as a "deficiency dividend" and thus as made before
the end of the prior taxable year, only to the extent the earnings and profits for that year exceed
the amount of distributions actually made during the taxable year.
A REIT that has been or has combined with a C corporation will be disqualified if, as of
the end of its taxable year, it has accumulated earnings and profits from a non-REIT year. A
similar rule applies to regulated investment companies ("RICs"). In the case of a REIT, any
distribution made in order to comply with this requirement is treated a being first from pre-REIT
accumulated earnings and profits. RICs do not have a similar ordering rule.,
In the case of a RIC, under a provision entitled "procedures similar to deficiency
dividend procedures", any distribution made within a specified period after determination that the
investment company did not qualify as a RIC for the taxable year will, "for purposes of applying
[the earnings and profits rule that forbids a RIC to have non-RIC earnings and profits] to
subsequent taxable years", be treated as applying to the RIC for the non-RIC year. The REIT
rules do not.specify any particular separate treatment of distributions made after the end of the
taxable year for purposes of the earnings and profits rule. Treasury regulations under the REIT
provisions state that "distribution procedures similar to those ... for regulated investment
companies apply to non-REIT earnings and profits of a real estate investment trust."
Description of Proposal
Taxable REIT subsidiaries
Under the proposal, a REIT generally could not own more than 10 percent of the total
value of securities of a single issuer, in addition to the present law limit of the REIT's ownership
to no more than 10 percent of the outstanding voting securities of a single issuer.
For purposes of the new 10-percent value test, securities would be defined to exclude
safe harbor debt owned by a REIT (as defined for purposes of sec. 1361(c)(5)(B)(i) and (ii)) if
the obligor on the debt is an individual. Such debt would also generally be excluded if the REIT
(and any taxable REIT subsidiary of such REIT) owns no other securities of a non-individual
issuer. In the case of a REIT that owns securities of a partnership, safe harbor debt would be
excluded from the definition of securities only if the REIT owns at least 20-percent or more of
the profits interest in the partnership. The purpose of the partnership rule requiring a 20 percent
profits interest is to assure that if the partnership produces income that would be disqualified
income to the REIT, the REIT will be treated as receiving a significant portion of that income
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directly, even though it may also derive qualified interest income through its safe harbor debt
interest.
An exception to the limitations on ownership of securities of a single issuer would apply
in the case of a "taxable REIT subsidiary" that meets certain requirements. To qualify as a
taxable REIT subsidiary, both the REIT and the subsidiary corporation must join in an election.
In addition, any corporation (other than a REIT) of which a taxable REIT subsidiary owns,
directly or indirectly, more than 35 percent of the vote or value is automatically treated as a
taxable REIT subsidiary.
Securities (as defined in the Investment Company Act of 1940) of taxable REIT
subsidiaries could not exceed 20 percent of the total value of a REIT's assets.
A taxable REIT subsidiary would be able to engage in certain business activities that
under present law could disqualify the REIT because, but for the proposal, the taxable REIT
subsidiary's activities and relationship with the REIT could prevent certain income from
qualifying as rents from real property. Specifically, the subsidiary could provide services to
tenants of REIT property (even if such services were not considered services customarily
furnished in connection with the rental of real property), and could manage or operate properties
generally, without causing amounts received or accrued directly or indirectly by REIT for such
activities to fail to be treated as rents fromnreal property.
However, the subsidiary could not directly or indirectly operate or manage'a lodging or
healthcare facility. Nevertheless, it could lease a qualified lodging facility (e.g, a hotel) ffom the
REIT (provided no gambling revenues were derived by the hotel or on its premises); and the
rents paid would be treated as rents from real property so long as the lodging facility was
operated by an independent contractor for a fee. The subsidiary could bear all expenses of
operating the facility and receive all the net revenues, minus the independent contractor's fee.
For purposes of the rule that an independent contractor may operate a qualified lodging
facility, an independent contractor will qualify so long as, at the time it enters into the
management agreement with the taxable REIT subsidiary, it is actively engaged in the trade or
business of operating qualified lodging facilities for any person who is not related to the REIT or
the taxable REIT subsidiary. The REIT may receive income from such an independent
contractor with respect to certain pre-existing leases.
Also, the subsidiary generally could not provide to any person rights to any brand name
under which hotels or healthcare facilities are operated. An exception applies to rights provided
to an independent contractor to operate or manage a lodging facility, if the rights are held by the
subsidiary as licensee or franchisee, and the lodging facility is owned by the subsidiary or leased
to it by the REIT.
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Interest paid by a taxable REIT subsidiary to the related REIT would be subject to the
earnings stripping rules of section 1630). Thus the taxable REIT subsidiary could not deduct
interest in any year that would exceed 50 percent of the subsidiary's adjusted gross income.
Under the bill, rents paid to a REIT are not generally qualified rents if the REIT owns
more than 10 percent of the value, (as well as of the vote) of a corporation paying the rents. The
only exception is for rents that are paid by taxable REIT subsidiaries and that also meet a limited
rental exception (where 90 percent of space is leased to third parties) or the exception for certain
lodging facilities (operated by an independent contractor).
If any amount of interest, rent, or other deductions of the taxable REIT subsidiary for
amounts paid to the REIT is determined to be other than at arm's length ("redetermined",items),
an excise tax of 100 percent would be imposed on the portion that was excessive. "Safe harbors"
would be provided for certain rental payments where the amounts are de minimis, there is
specified evidence that charges to unrelated parties are substantially comparable, certain charges
for services from the taxable REIT subsidiary are separately stated, or the subsidiary's gross
income from the service is not less than 150 percent of the subsidiary's direct cost in furnishing
the service.
In-determining whether rents are arm's length rents, the fact that such rents do not meet
the requirements of the specified safe harbors shall not be taken into account. In addition, rent
received by a REIT shall not fail to qualify as rents from real property by reason of the fact that
all or any portion of such rent is redetermined for purposes of the excise tax.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue is to conduct a study to determine how many
taxable REIT subsidiaries are in existence and the aggregate amount of taxes paid by such
subsidiaries. The Commissioner shall submit a report to the Congress describing the results of
such study.
Health Care REITS
The proposal would permit a REIT to own and operate a health care facility for at least
two years, and treat it as permitted "foreclosure" property, if the facility is acquired by the
termination or expiration of a lease of the property. Extensions of the 2 year period could be
granted.
Conformity with regulated investment company rules
The REIT distribution requirements would be modified to conform to the rules for
regulated investment companies. Specifically, a REIT would be required to distribute only 90
percent, rather than 95 percent, of its income.
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Definition of independent contractor
If any class of stock of the REIT or the person being tested as an independent contractor
is regularly traded on an established securities market, only persons who directly or indirectly
own 5 percent or more of such class of stock shall be counted in determining whether the
35 percent ownership limitations have been exceeded.
Modification of earnings and profits rules for RICs and REITS
The rule allowing a RIC to make a distribution after a determination that it had failed
RIC status, and thus meet the requirement of no non-RIC earnings and profits in subsequent
years, would be modified to clarify that, when reason for the determination is that the RIC had
non-RIC earnings and profits in the initial year, the procedure would apply to permit RIC
qualification in the initial year to which such determination applied, in addition to subsequent
years.
The RIC earnings and profits rules would also be modified to provide an ordering rule
similar to the REIT rule, treating a distribution to meet the requirements of no non-RIC earnings
and-profits as coming first from the earliest earnings and profits accumulated in any year for
which the RICG did not qualify as a RIC. In addition,-the REIT deficiency dividend rules would be
modified to apply the same earnings and profits ordering rule to such dividends as other REIT
dividends.
Effective Date
The proposal would generally be effective for taxable years beginning after December 31,
2000. The proposal with respect to modification of earnings and profits rules would be effective
for distributions after December 31, 2000.
In the case of the provisions relating to permitted ownership of securities of an issuer,
special transition rules apply. The new rules forbidding a REIT to own more than 10 percent of
the value of securities of a single issuer would not apply to a REIT with respect to securities held
directly or indirectly by such REIT on July 12, 1999, or acquired pursuant to the terms of
written binding contract in effect on that date and at all times thereafter until the acquisition.
Also, securities received in a tax-free exchange or reorganization, with respect to or in exchange
for such grandfathered securities would be grandfathered. This transition would cease to apply
to securities of a corporation as of the first day after July 12, 1999 on which such corporation
engages in a substantial new line of business, or acquires any substantial asset, other than
pursuant to a binding contract in effect on such date and at all times thereafter, or in a
reorganization or transaction in which gain or loss is not recognized by reason of section 1031 or
1033 of the Code. If a corporation makes an election to become a taxable REIT subsidiary,
effective before January 1, 2004 and at a time when the REIT's ownership is grandfathered under
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these rules, the election would be treated as a reorganization under section 368(a)(1)(A) of the
Code.
The new 10 percent of value limitation for purposes of defining qualified rents is
effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 2000. There is an exception for rents
paid under a lease or pursuant to a binding contract in effect on July 12, 1999 and at all times
thereafter.
2. Modify estimated tax rules for closely held REITs
Present Law
If a person has a direct interest or a partnership interest in income producing assets (such
as securities generally, or mortgages) that produce income throughout the year, that person's
estimated tax payments must reflect the quarterly amounts expected from the asset.
However, a dividend distribution of earnings from a REIT is considered for estimated tax
purposes when the dividend is paid. Some corporations have established closely held REITS
that hold property (e.g. mortgages) that if held directly by the controlling entity would produce
income throughout the year. The REIT may make a single distribution for the year, timed such
that it need not be taken into account under the estimated tax rules as early as would be the case
j.if the assets were directly held by the controlling entity. The controlling entity thus defers the
payment of estimated taxes.
Description of Proposal
In the case of a REIT that is closely held, any person owning at least 10 percent of the
vote or value of the REIT would required to accelerate the recognition of year-end dividends
attributable to the closely held REIT for purposes of such person's estimated tax payments. A
closely held REIT would be defined as one in which at least 50 percent of the vote or value is
owed by five or fewer persons. Attribution rules would apply to determine ownership.
Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for estimated tax payments due on or after
September 15, 1999.
3. Modify treatment of closely-held REITs
Present Law
In general, a real estate investment trust ("REIT") is an entity that receives most of its
income from passive real estate related investments and that receives pass-through treatment for
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income that is distributed to shareholders. If an electing entity meets the qualifications for REIT
status, the portion of its income that is distributed to the investors each year generally is taxed to
the investors without being subjected to tax at the REIT level.
A REIT must satisfy a number of tests on a year-by-year basis that relate to the entity's:
(1) organizational structure; (2) source of income; (3) nature of assets; and (4) distribution of
income.
Under the organizational structure test, except for the first taxable year for which an
entity elects to be a REIT, the beneficial ownership of the entity must be held by 100 or more
persons. Generally, no more than 50 percent of the value of the REIT's stock can be owned by
five or fewer individuals during the last half of the taxable year. Certain attribution rules apply in
making this determination. No similar rule applies to corporate ownership of a REIT. Certain
transactions have been structured to attempt to achieve special tax benefits for an entity that
controls a REIT.
Description of Proposal
The proposal would impose as an additional requirement for REIT qualification that,
except for the first taxable year for which an entity elects to be a REIT, no one person can own
stock of a REIT possessing 50 percent or more of the combined voting power of all classes of
voting stock or 50 percent or more of the total value of shares of all classes of stock of the REIT.
For purposes of determining a person's stock ownership, rules similar to attribution rules for
REIT independent contractor qualification under present law would apply (secs. 856(d)(5) and
856(h)(3)). The proposal would not apply to ownership by a REIT of 50 percent or more of the
stock (vote or value) of another REIT.
An exception would apply for a limited period to certain "incubator REITs". An
incubator REIT is a corporation that elects to be treated as an incubator REIT and that meets all
the following other requirements. (1) it has only voting common stock outstanding,
(2) not more than 50 percent of the corporation's real estate assets consist of mortgages, (3) from
not later than the beginning of the last half of the second taxable year, at least 10 percent of the
corporation's capital is provided by lenders or equity investors who are unrelated to the
corporation's largest shareholder, (4) the directors of the corporation must adopt a resolution
setting forth an intent to engage in a going public transaction, (5) the corporation must annually
increase the value of real estate assets by 10 percent, and (6) no predecessor entity (including any
entity from which the electing incubator REIT acquired assets in a transaction in which gain or
loss was not recognized in whole or in part) had elected incubator REIT status.
The new ownership requirement would not apply to an electing incubator REIT until the
end of the REIT's third taxable year; and could be extended for an additional two taxable years if
the REIT so elects. However, a REIT cannot elect the additional two year extension unless the
REIT agrees that if it does not engage in a going public transaction by the end of the extended
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eligibility period, it shall pay Federal income taxes for the two years of the extended period as if
it had not made an incubator REIT election and had ceased to qualify as a REIT for those two
taxable years. In such case, the corporation shall file appropriate amended returns within 3
months of the close of the extended eligibility period. Interest would be payable, but no
substantial underpayment penalties would apply except in cases where there is a finding that
incubator REIT status was elected for a principal purpose other than as part of a reasonable plan
to engage in a going public transaction. Notification of shareholders and any other person whose
tax position would reasonably be expected to be affected is also required.
If an electing incubator REIT does not elect to extend its initial 2-year extended
eligibility period and has not engaged in a going public transaction by the end of such period, it
must satisfy the new control requirements as of the beginning of its fourth taxable year (i.e.,
immediately after the close of the last taxable year of the two-year initial extension period) or it
will be required to notify its shareholders and other persons that may be affected by its tax status,
and pay Federal income tax as a corporation that has ceased to qualify as a REIT at that time.
If the Secretary of the Treasury determines that an incubator REIT election was filed for a
principal purpose other than as part of a reasonable plan to undertake a going public transaction,
an excise tax of $20,000 is imposed on each of the corporation's directors for each taxable year
for which the election was in effect.
A going public transaction is defined as either (I) a public offering of shares of stock of
the incubator REIT, (2) a transaction, or series of transactions, that result in the incubator REIT
stock being regularly traded on an established securities market (as defined in section 897) and
being held by shareholders unrelated to persons who held such stock before it began to be so
regularly traded, or (3) any transaction resulting in ownership of the REIT by 200 or more
persons (excluding the largest single shareholder) who in the aggregate own least 50 percent of
the stock of the REIT. Attribution rules apply in determining ownership of stock.
and once stock is deemed owned by a qualified entity (a REIT or a partnership of which a REIT
is at least a 50 percent partner) it will not be reattributed under section 31 8(a)(3)(C). In addition,
in the case of ownership by a partnership or S corporation, ownership is determined by looking
through to the partners or shareholders, provided certain requirements are met.
For purposes of determining whether a corporation has met the requirement that it
annually increase the value of its real estate assets by 10 percent, the following rules shall apply.
First, values shall be based on cost and properly capitalizable expenditures with no adjustment
for depreciation. Second, the test shall be applied by comparing the value of assets at the end of
the first taxable year with those at the end of the second taxable year and by similar successive
taxable year comparisons during the eligibility period. Third, if a corporation fails the 10 percent
comparison test for one taxable year, it may remedy the failure by increasing the value of real
estate assets by 25 percent in the following taxable year, provided it meets all the other
eligibility period requirements in that following taxable year.
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Effective Date
The proposal would be effective for taxable years ending after July 14, 1999. Any entity
that elects (or has elected) REIT status for a taxable year including July 14, 1999. and which is
both a controlled entity and has significant business assets or activities on such date, will not be
subject to the proposal. Under this rule, a controlled entity with significant business assets or
activities on July 14, 1999, can be grandfathered even if it makes its first REIT election after that
date with its return for the taxable year including that date.
For purposes of the transition rules, the significant business assets or activities in place
on July 14, 1999, must be real estate assets and activities of a type that would be qualified real
estate assets and would produce qualified real estate related income for a REIT.
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